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Abstrak 
Kata umpatan sudah menjadi hal yang lumrah di kehidupan sehari-hari, hampir setiap hari dan setiap 

kejadian akan terdengar kata umpatan diucapkan. Dijaman yang sudah berkembang seperti sekarang ini mengumpat 

dan melontarkan kata makian sudah tidak lagi menjadi hal yang tabu di masyarakat umum terlebih dikalangan anak 

muda. Ini menjadikan kata umpatan menjadi hal yang menarik dalam ruang lingkup kebahasaan. Tujuan dari 

penelitian ini adalah untuk mengklasifikasikan jenis-jenis dari kata umpatan dan tema nya yang diucapkan oleh 

karakter utama di dalam film “The heat”, dan juga mendeskripsikan alasan dari tujuan sang aktris dalam 

menggunakan bahasa umpatan, dan juga untuk mengetahui dasar kekuasaan/ wewenang yang membuat karakter 

utama melakukan umpatan di film ini. Penulis di dalam penelitian ini lebih fokus terhadap jenis, tema, tujuan, dan 

dasar kekuasaan yang membuat pemeran utama melakukan makian. Data yang telah dikumpulkan diambil dari 

skrip dialog dari karakter utama Shannon Mullins di dalam film “The Heat”. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa 

penulis menemukan 5 jenis ekspresi makian, 5 jenis tema, 2 jenis bentuk kesopanan, dan satu dasar kekuasaan yang 

digunakan dalam film ini. Kesimpulanya, penulis telah menemukan dan mengetahui jenis-jenis dan juga tema dari 

kata makian yang digunakan karakter utama dalam film “The Heat” dan juga mengetahui alasan dalam penggunaan 

kata makian dalam kehidupan sosial dan pekerjaannya; terlebih lagi penggunaan dasar kekuasaan dalam 

penggunaan kata makian tertentu terhadap seseorang. 

 

 

Abstract 
 Nowadays swearing is not taboo anymore in public utterance especially for a teenager. It made swearword 

becomes one of the most interesting aspect in language. Swearing has some kind of meaning. Because of that, 

largely people have accepted swearword has a lot of variation. It is believed that swearword is one of the ways to 

show emotional expression and motive life since it is nearly impossible to strengthen emotional expression without 

using swearwords. The writer focuses on the types, theme, intensity and base power that construct the character in 

swearing. The aims of this study are to classify the types of swearword uttered by main character Shannon Mullins 

in “The Heat” movie and describe the reasons of the intensity of the speaker in stating the swearword, and what 

base power that makes her swearing in this movie. the result found that based on the theories served there are 5 

types of swearword expression, 5 types of theme, 2 types of impoliteness view, and one type of base power. In 

conclusions The writer got knowing the types and the theme for each spoken swearword and the reason why the 

main character used certain swearword, and the base power that support the main character in stating swearword in 

her daily life.  

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Swearwords are a common thing in society 

since almost everyday we heard swearwords was 

uttered. Nowadays swearing is not taboo anymore in 

public utterance especially for a teenager. It made 

swearword becomes one of the most interesting aspect 

in language. Swearing has some kind of meaning. The 

prototype meaning of swear is “To take an oath” 

(Allan & Burridge, 2006). Because of that, largely 

people have accepted swearword  has a lot of variation. 

It is believed that swearword is one of the ways to 

show emotional expression and motive life since it is 

nearly impossible to strengthen emotional expression 

without using swearwords. 
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There is some types of swearwords; cursing, 

profanity, blasphemy, taboo, vulgarism, and expletives. 

All swearwords are belonging to informal language 

which is the part of slang word. One of the kinds of 

swearwords are taboo, but all of the swearword mostly 

seems to formed into taboo which make the swearword 

itself used in bad situation. Taboo words are the words 

which are disregarded by religion (Wajnryb, 2005). 

There are many factors that affected someone 

who used swearwords in daily conversation. Gender, 

age, ethnic, culture, and social background are the 

reasons. It is believed that man use swearwords in their 

life more frequently to express anger feeling or 

emotion, show their masculinity or joke, instead of 

women do (Jay, 2000). Yet nowadays women also tend 

to use swearword to express their feeling or to get fit 

into certain community. Teenager is the stage where 

swearwords are uttered more frequently. It is because 

teenage stage is when a person defines his/he maturity 

and chooses which is to live; be good or otherwise. It 

was supported by jay’s, according to him “This 

indicates that middle-aged people tend to show their 

powers than people from other ages, that is why most 

people who curse are teenagers or middle-aged people” 

(Jay, 2000). 

Swearing is the most popular phenomenon in 

society which still exists until now. This kind of 

phenomenon is strengthened in the electronic and print 

media (Jay, 2000). Nowadays social media is most 

high maintenance around the world, so the spread of 

anything will go as fast as that thing on the mass 

media. The social media include internet, newspaper, 

magazine, radio, cell phone, television, song, even 

movie. Social media is effective to show accent, 

dialect, variation experience which happen in society 

(Coupland, 2007). Here is also another opinion; in fact, 

swearing is not a new situation which has been shown 

in popular entertainment such as radio, theatre, 

comedy, publishing, film, and television (Battistella, 

2005). 

 Lakoff, who made one of the early studies on 

gender differences in language, argues that women are 

more polite than men and “the mar-ginality and 

powerlessness of women is reflected in both the ways 

women are expected to speak, and the ways in which 

women are spoken of” (1973b:45). Since then almost 

all the studies on gender differences have come to the 

same conclusion Besides the role of the secondary 

status of women in society, different approaches of 

men and women to life and communication affect their 

use impoliteness in language. women swear less than 

men but more when they are in the company of their 

own gender (Pia Gati, 2014). 

 There is a similar view about women’s 

language. Women tend to use standard language than 

men in conversation (coupland, 2007). Many linguists 

believe that there are differences between man and 

woman’s language. Woman tends to use language that 

is more formal and standard one because women are 

known as more status conscious than men are. 

Standard language or speech form is standard that 

usually related to high status; that is why women use 

standard speech form to claim the high status in 

society (Holmes, 2001). 

Nowadays, women also tend to use 

swearwords like what men do (Edwards, 2009). 

Hughes has similar view about women use 

swearwords. He believes nowadays swearing among 

women has increase in significant aspect such an in 

fact, in fiction, and in popular culture (Hughes, 2006). 

According to Locher & Graham (2010), women are 

likely to use swearing words to assert their presence in 

a social setting that is potentially male-dominated. 

Swearing plays important roles in different social 

settings as a way of bonding in fostering solidarity. 

Young age female considered more often to use very 

strong swearing rather than male (Mike Thelwall, 

2008).  

Studies about swearword have been done with 

different focuses. Na Wang (2013) and entitled an 

Analysis of the Pragmatics Functions of “Swearing” 

In Interpersonal Talk analyzes about five naturally 

causes in conversation that were recorded and 

transcribed using a Conversation Analysis (CA) 

Transcription Conventional.. Pia Gati (2014) The Use 

of Swearword by Women: A Study of Single Sex and 

Mix Sex Conversation. The study discusses and deals 

on women’s use of swearwords in both single sex and 

mix sex constellations. Syahrul Rahman (2016) 

“Swearing; A cross-cultural study is Asian and 

European Languages”. The thesis was discussing and 

analyse about the use of swearing words in Asian and 

European Language 

This study will analyze the movie “The Heat” 

movie written by Katie Dippold and directed by Paul 

Feig. This movie can indirectly show how the 

situation, intention, social background, and power 

affect the personal way of utterance, addition in the 

term of politeness, and the usage of swearwords. This 

study will find and explain the relationship the power, 

occupation, and the social background toward 

someone’s personal way of speaking based on the 

certain pattern of character’s social background and 

the usage of swearwords. According to Jay (2000), 

occupation status in society has a significance 

influence toward one’s power. Higher the occupational 

status of someone, more power he holds. Occupational 

status power flows downward. People in one level in 

occupation will usually make a joke towards someone 

in lower level and that goes on and on downwardly. 

This happens because those in higher level consider 

the lower do not have enough power to confront them 

(Jay, 2000). 

The explanations above make the writer not only 

curious about types of swearword used by the 

character inside the movie, but also inspired to concern 
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more on the way the character spoke it and the 

intensity behind the spoken swearword.. Furthermore, 

the data was taken from the conversation of the movie. 

The writer focuses on types of Swearword used by 

Magnus Ljung (2011) and Culpeper, J(2011)  and 

Bousfield, D(2008) to analyze politeness strategy view. 

In additional, the writer use theory of John R. P. 

French and Betram Raven (1959) and Laura K. 

Guerrero, and Peter A. Andersen (2003) to analyze 

type of gaining power and what base power make the 

character used the certain swearword. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

In conducting this study to be analyzed, 

descriptive qualitative method is applied for this study. 

Qualitative research is the research that occurs in 

natural settings, where here human behavior and events 

occur. The focus of qualitative research is on 

participants’ perceptions and experiences, and the way 

they make sense of their lives. Researchers are 

particularly interested in understanding how things 

occur. The data that emerge from a qualitative study 

are descriptive. That is data are reported in words 

(primarily the participant’s words) or pictures, rather 

than in numbers (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990). 

According to Jackson, qualitative research focuses on 

the explanation of human behaviour and it also 

emphasizes detailed descriptions of social practices 

(Jackson 17). It means that the data analysis is in a 

form of description, not numeral or deficient of cause 

and effect relationship. At all, this study didn’t use a 

statistic. 

 This study classified and described the type, 

intensity, and the base power used by main character in 

“The Heat” movie. Furthermore, the qualitative 

approach is used to describe an analyze each type of 

swearword spoken by the character in this study. 

The Subject of this study is the main character 

named Shannon Mullins who is an undercover 

policewoman in The Heat movie. The writer used the 

characters to represent the used of swearword toward 

woman in The Heat movie. 

The data of this study is the utterances that 

uttered by the Shannon Mullins as the main Character 

in The Heat movie and the data is in the forms of 

words, phrases, or sentences which are taken by the 

script of Shannon Mullins in The Heat movie which 

contains Swearword. The source of data is the form of 

utterances which is spoken by Shannon Mullins as the 

main character. It was taken during the conversation 

between her and another character in The Heat movie. 

 This study uses analysis documents and 

materials culture to collect the data. The data is coming 

from analyzing the movie and the script of Shannon 

Mullins utterances focusing on swearword that occurs 

in the dialog of The Heat movie. In answering every 

research questions it used different aspect related to the 

problem which applied. The analysis of this study will 

come from the writer as the main tool in seeking the 

explanation in answering the earlier research 

questions. It means, the writer is the one who 

collected, interpreted, organized, and analyzed the data 

and conclude the conclusion for this study. To collect 

the data, the writer also need to print out of the script 

of the dialog, note, and internet connection for looked 

deepest information about The Heat Movie 

In analyzing the data the writer used data 

analysis technique, the techniques that are used in this 

research according to Miles and Huberman, they 

defined analysis as consisting of three current flows of 

activity: data reduction, data display, and conclusion 

drawing or verification (2014). Content analysis is 

applied to find out the sorting and identifying of 

swearword to reveal the classification on it has a base 

intention inside the utterance.  

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

 

RESULT 

 

To analyze this study under the title 

Swearword used by main character in “The Heat” 

movie starring Shannon Mullins as the main subject 

the researcher used various of theory. Shannon Mullins 

is a body cop/ police woman  in the movie, as a woman 

and as a police she had to give a proper example to 

people around her; yet she did another side of “being 

nice and proper”.  

There are two ways in identifying the 

swearword, there are based on the function which take 

a roles in the purpose of swearwords used by, and the 

themes which classified the swearword into some areas 

or category of how the swearword are formed. It has 

already found the different amount in each type based 

on the function and themes, there are nine of thirteen 

types of swearword based on its function and four of 

five types of swearing based on its theme have found 

in this study. This study has found 44 data about 

Shannon Mullins utterances that consist of the 

swearword in several situation and interlocutor.  

In calculating based on Magnus Ljung theory 

(2011) of swearwords type, found that there are five 

types of swearword based on its function; Expletive 

Interjection, Name Calling, Emphasis, Modal 

Adverbial, and Anaphoric Use of Epithets.  From the 

data that has been taken, all data will be analyzed and 

explain more in detail. The data were also already 

being sorted out from the movies “The Heat” because 

the amount of the data. 

 

Expletives Interjection (SAF) 

1) Sex Activity 

Datum ( 01) 
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 This datum happens on the outside of 

the police station which Shannon Milluns is an 

undercover policewoman in the area. not much dialog, 

in this datum Shannon as the main object has shouted 

randomly to the unknown people who has stole her 

parking space. she tends to use oaths and swearwords 

in her conversation, moreover in the situation that she 

doesn’t expect. It is believed that swearword is one of 

the way to show emotional expression and emotive life 

since it is nearly impossible to strengthen emotional 

expression without using swearwords. she just want to 

express her felling. this dialog was taken in front of the 

police station and she would like to make a report of 

her done duty.  

By looking and observing from the datum 

above, Shannon is using Swearword that belong to 

Stand Alone Function in Expletive Interjection point. 

since it was stated in unexpected accident, strong 

emotion, or pain which are also related to exclamation. 

The word  “Ow! Fuck!” in this scene. this swearword 

is not a sentences because there is no subject, verb or 

other factor that make it called a sentence. swearword 

which not followed by or following noun or stand by 

itself will be classified to stand alone function; because 

The swearwords can stand-alone by themselves 

without adding other word. yet in stand alone function 

there are more point which can subgrouping certain 

swearword. from the datum we can also state that the 

swearword belong to Expletive interjection. Expletive 

interjection has a characteristic, that are swearword 

that contain one-stand exclamation that show the 

feeling of pain, surprise, or exclamation of irritation. 

this datum whow on that feeling of irritation of being 

hacked by someone. Shannon used swearword “Fuck!” 

to express her irritated feeling and exclaimed to anyone 

because there is none of them arround her. 

This datum also shown that it belongs to “Sex 

Activity” point, because word “Fuck” has a meaning 

that related to having sex with or doing sex. which 

make the datum classified to sex activity themes 

though it is not the liteally meaning. it is homophonous 

words with different meaning, it depends on the 

context and function. swearword that shouted by 

Shannon Mullins is an expressive but in a negative 

expressive because it is the result of feeling annoyed 

and irritated, and at that point she feels angry which 

makes her exclamate a swearword. 

 

By looking and observing from the datum 

above, Shannon is using Swearword tend to express 

her feeling of anger. in this case she awares that she is 

the owner of the stolen parking site, she shouts 

swearword to warn people and inform them that she 

has the power of doing so. further power can be gotten 

by the speaker by achieve some reward or expert in 

certain field or you got good position on public service 

department. Shannon mullins is a police woman, which 

automaticaliy make her achieve a power by the 

position, class, and occupation. by observing the 

swearword that had been uttered by Shannon, the 

words “Ow, Fuck it!” will be classified as a Legitimate 

power. as describe earlier that legitimate power also 

known as “Posisional power” is a power that got by its 

position and duties of the holder; which means that 

shannon as a polioce woman has a strength to swear 

toward less power people such as her criminal target or 

low-status people. it made her has a power as police 

woman to use that swearword in order to make her 

duties goes well or not only on her duties.  

 

 Further, in principles of communication the 

way she uttered swearword will classified in what 

power dominant she belongs to, it makes her showing 

up her power and dominant into her communication. 

Earlier, she classified into legitimate power because 

she is a police woman which make her got that power 

automatically, in this classification the way she uttered 

is factors to classified the power in principles of 

communication. the word “ow, Fuck it!” is a strong 

swearword, yet in this case the word is unknown 

adresse which make an opinion that shannon is 

swearing to anybody that irritate her or playing 

arround with her. so that power of prerogative is suit to 

her, because she got the power of legitimate of position 

the make her  acquire a new right such as initiate 

conversations, change topic, or interupt others. 

 

 

2).  Scatological 

Datum (03) 

 The datum was taken from the utterence of 

the Shannon Mullins in the movie. She and her new 

teammate agent sarah ashburn have to take down the 

drug distributor named larkin. They have found out 

that one of the larkin’s hand is a woman near the area. 

They both start to come after her and interogate her but 

right before they came in to the apartment, Shannon 

felt annoyed by agent Sarah because of her new case. 

So to spill out her mind and feeling that she is being 

pissed of she state a swearword all the time. 

 The datum above, we can learn more and start 

to observe it from the factor and the characteristic that 

has been got, the datum was conclude as the Stand 

alone function. The first factor is it isnot a sentence, it 

doesn’t have to explain to or explained by noun, and it 

can stand by itself. All characteristic mentioned early 

matched to the stand alone function. Further from the 

datum we can state that it is an exclamation which 

belong to expletive interjection since the speaker 

swearing at the interlocutor to express swearword in 

unexpected accident, strong emotion, or pain which are 

also related to exclamation. Again we can not say that 

swearword is showing the real meaning of it. The word 

“Shit” has the meaning of “Feces” but inside the 

conveersation there is no dialog taht relevant or has a 
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relation to “Feces” thing. It means that word “Shit”not 

used to explain thing but it tend to show and expresse 

the feeling of the speaker. It could be feel of 

annoyance, irritation, anger or other strong emotion. 

The theme which is on the datum is Scatological 

theme, because the swearword contains word that has 

relation to the disgusting thing or feces. 

 The swearword that has been shouted always 

had an intended meaning of the speaker. The hings that 

make difference is the context and the place it happens. 

The datum above shows the negative expressiver. The 

word “Shit” tend to shows or express annoyed feeling. 

Because of her case that took over by the agent Sarah 

Ashburn, and the datum also shows the dispute in 

impoliteness discourse. All in all Shannon feels 

annoyed by the agent sarah and she being pissed off, so 

she stated swearword “Oh, Shit !” to express her 

annoyed feeling and strong emotion.  

 By looking and observing from the datum 

above, Shannon is using Swearword tend to express 

her annoyed feeling. it shows in conversation above 

that agent Sarah Ashbur who take over Shannon’s case 

eagerly to take all the steps in finding the drug 

distributor without help of Shannon. Shannon, at first 

want to help her to interrogate the hand of the drug 

distributor because she thought that she is the best in 

interrogating someone and already skilled in that field 

in this particular area; but the agent Sarah stops 

Shannon’s word and make the decision. Shannon being 

pissed off by FBI agent and show her complaints and 

swear at her. she is swearing to express he anger of 

declined capability in doing her duty as police woman, 

then to show her power in communication. here the 

power’s base that shown up in this conversation is 

expert power. 

 Further, looking and observing the 

datum that already given, Shannon is using 

Swearword tend to express her feeling of 

anger ofcourse. and also the declined 

unfinished word is also makes her upset. 

earlier the power of expert belongs to this 

situation because she capable in interogate a 

suspect. the power of prerogative belongs to 

this case because Shannon shows the power of 

her occupation as a police woman, so that 

shannon feels free to interrupt and make a 

decision toward her act in doing her duties. 

swearword she uttered will classified in what 

power dominant she belongs to, it makes her 

showing up her power and dominant into her 

communication. 

 

Name Calling (SAF) 

1) Scatological 

 

Datum (4) 

 

 This datum happened on scene inside the 

movie when agen Sarah Ashburn and Agent Shannon 

Mullins were spying the head of drug distributor. Both 

are known as a police, for paying it agent sarah and 

shannon almost died in explosion car which arranged 

by the head of drug. the chief of FBI and Police in that 

area know about that issues, then they come to meet 

agent sarah and shannon to ask them go out of the 

town right away to keep them safe. yet agent Mullins 

decline it and yelling at the chief of FBI and Police. 

Agent Shannons does not giving up to this case and 

keep observing this case. to express her 

disappointment feeling because the chiefs are not 

believing in them, she call them by “You Assholes”. 

 The datum, if we observe and learn more it 

will be stated as a Stand Alone function. As we know 

that it/ the swearword has no need an explanation 

afterward and it can stand by itself. Further, it belongs 

to Name Calling. Name Calling shows the emotion of 

huge event, strong emotion, or unexpected accident 

spontantly not directly toward the situation but to the 

object or people who involve inside the accident to 

expresses the speaker’s opinion whether negative or 

positive opinion to the addresser. Yet the characteristic 

and and factor were shown here in datum. 

 The word of this datum “assholes” if we look 

further it belongs to scatological themes, because the 

datum contains the word that has relation to 

scatological thing. The word “assholes” is refers to 

part of the body that involve in disgusting part. It has 

nothing to do with the literal meaning of those words, 

because the function of swearword is to express 

certain/ or particular feeling of the speaker not 

showing the real meaning of the words. 

 The stated word will contains meaning of 

intensity of the speaker. In this chance, the datum 

show the impoliteness act; and it belongs to the 

negative expressiver. Negative expressiver word 

“assholes” use instead of “bad boy”; its because the 

speaker want to show her spontanity of reaction, her 

habit in swearing to people made her swearing even 

not in anger feeling. This datum shows that word 

“assholes” used to react of a strong moment.  

 here the datum shows that swearword is not 

only a way to express anger or bad emotion, it can be 

anything. for some people swearing is part of their 

daily activity communiation style, though in happy, 

sad, confuse or even in panic situation. shannon gives 

the example the using of swearword in other aspects. 

in panic situation, it does not interfere Shannon to use 

swearword to express her power of communication. 

she uttered “assholes” to express her feeling, the power 

behind it words contain Legitimate power from base 

power that already known. legitimate power makes her 

more powerful in any situation; both in doing her 
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duties or her normal life. Shannon as a police woman 

has a powerful and upperhand opinion or judgement 

rather than the normal or powerless people. 

 Based on Principles of interpersonal 

communication, we can say that Shannon Powers in 

stating swearword contains power as a prerogative. the 

way she ignore the rules, she breaks the rule and make 

her own decision make her looked stronger that she 

supposed to be. Shannon has the power to continuing 

her own case even though the case had been take over 

by the FBI agent, yet she tailing the agent and keep on 

that case. 

 

 2). Sex Activity 

 

Datum (6) 

 

 This scene of film was taken in one of the Bar 

near the downtown. Agent sarah ashburn at that time 

playing her favorite song and music almost 30 times in 

a row and the owner of the bar felt so upset and start to 

complaining and ask to her to stop playing the same 

music once again. To support agent sarah, agent 

Shannon talk to the owner to let agent sarah playing 

the music because she had very miserable life and 

bunch of problem at her life. supported with many 

mark able reasons she built to provoke him, the owner 

of the bar finally let her playing the music once again.  

Agent Sarah Ashburn was so happy and start to play 

and dance with agent Shannon Mullins. to celebrate it 

agent Shannon Mullins ask the other guy/ the guests to 

dance along with them and start to swearing at them to 

make them do what she asked. 

 The datum, if we observe and learn more it 

will be stated as a Stand Alone function. As we know 

that it/ the swearword has no need an explanation 

afterward and it can stand by itself. Further, it belongs 

to Name Calling. Name Calling shows the emotion of 

huge event, strong emotion, or unexpected accident 

spontantly not directly toward the situation but to the 

object or people who involve inside the accident. Yet 

the characteristic and factor were shown here in datum. 

The word of this datum “fuck” if we look 

further it belongs to sex activity themes, because the 

datum contains the word that has relation to sex thing. 

The word “fuck” is is belong to offensive and strong 

swearword. “fuck” has meaning “To have a sex” which 

means that the word has provoke the interlocutor to do 

something intimate with the speaker. Yet this datum 

does not go on that meaning at all, because swearword 

is not showing real meaning, it is just one of the 

expression of the speaker to warn people/ to bring out 

the emotion feeling. This datum is using the word 

“Fuck” to strengthen the speaker power and intention.  

The datum above contains the intention of the 

speaker in case of stating the swearword. It also 

contains aim from the impoliteness act field since 

swearing is one of the words that is not appropriate 

spoken word in society. Impoliteness act from this 

datum is belonging to complain. The word “Fuck” is 

belong to harmful and forceful word if we state it in 

front of public. Not only in anger, another unexpected 

feeling is also could be the reason of someone in 

stating swearword. In this chance Shannon states 

swearword to express her strong disapproval and 

complain 

The datum above shows characteristic of 

swearword that belong to five base power. power that 

got from the occupation and the class as we know it 

belongs to Legitimate Power. it has nothing to do with 

the way of speaking because the style of speaking of 

Shannon is kind of rude for the police/ public service 

department. The power of police badge is as strong as 

the prestige she get from it, it makes her has power and 

upper hand voice in every duties she face. 

next, for the principle of interpersonal communication 

classification, Shannon once more gains a Power as a 

prerogative from the power of legitimate/ the power of 

her occupation. it makes her stronger than the less 

power or people who does not have any posisition. in 

case she often make a mess in certain place and with 

whoever that blockade her way in accomplish her duty. 

She has power, she can argue, she can interrupt, she 

can breaks the rules. addition, the stronger person with 

prerogative power the bigger chance that people to 

manage both verbal and nonverbal interactions 

 here the datum shows that swearword is not 

only a way to express anger or bad emotion, it can be 

anything. for some people swearing is part of their 

daily activity communication style, though in happy, 

sad, confuse or even in panic situation. Legitimate 

power makes her more powerful in any situation; both 

in doing her duties or her normal life. Shannon as a 

police woman has a powerful and upper hand opinion 

or judgment rather than the normal or powerless 

people. 

 

Emphasis (SFF) 

1) Sex Activity 

Datum (7) 

 By looking and observing from the datum 

above, Shannon is using Swearword that belongs to 

Slot Filler Function in Emphasis point. The word “Go 

fuck yourself o’clock” used in this scene, it is often 

used in following noun of swearing. this swearword is 

not a sentences because there is no subject, verb or 

other factor that make it called a sentence. Swearing in 

English is often used to place emphasis on a following 

noun. A different type of emphasis is expressed by 
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placing certain swearwords immediately after an 

interrogative pronoun or adverb; since the swearword 

is used to fulfill the other word and cannot stand by 

themselves without adding other word so this datum 

will be classified as Slot Filler Function. from the 

datum we can also state that the swearword belong to 

Emphasis. Emphasis has a characteristic that are 

swearword that used to strengthen the word after, and 

contain one-stand exclamation that show the feeling of 

pain, surprise, or exclamation of irritation. this datum 

show one of that feeling of irritation of being hacked 

by someone. Shannon used swearword “Fuck!” to 

express her irritated feeling and exclaimed to anyone 

because there is none of them around her. 

 This swearword is kind of phrase not a 

sentence, because it is not followed by any explanation 

or noun. in the other hand it cannot stand by itself. The 

feeling that interfere someone in stating swearword is 

kind of strong emotion or unexpected accident, for 

instance in this case shannon is a police woman that 

has case to take down a drug distributor in her area but 

at that time the FBI has to take over the case and gave 

the case to the agent named Sarah Ashburn. She keeps 

working on her case and tailed the agent to find any 

result, and from the impoliteness act she shows the 

Negative Expressive of her act, she swearing at the 

agent that ask her to stay away from the case. This 

datum contain emotion that make the speaker state the 

swearword, shannon mullins as the subject has a huge 

emotion and strong emotion to be expressed and at 

time this datum is showing power of the speaker which 

is Shannon Mullins, as the police that the first who had 

the case. 

 By looking and observing from the datum 

above, Shannon is using Swearword to confront with 

her new mate at the case, at first she is doing fine with 

new FBI agent, but she is very irritating and act bossy, 

it made shannon uncontrolled and uttered swearword 

to show her power and express her anger feeling. in 

this further case the word “Fuck” will classified as a 

harmful word though in swearword. That Swearword 

will classified as an Expert power. Earlier Shannon 

Mullin use Legitimate Power to show her power in 

front of people that has less power toward her, in this 

case the one that Shannon face is FBI agent which has 

more class and higher position in public service 

department, yet it couldn’t  stop Shannon to uttered 

swearword toward FBI agent she met. 

 Further, in principles of communication the 

way she uttered swearword will classified in what 

power dominant she belongs to, it makes her showing 

up her power and dominant into her communication. 

the way she classified as an expert power by her 

power in swearword, she acquire the expert power by 

her ability and her skill as police woman in that area. 

yet in this classification she will classified to power as 

a prerogative because she could interfere other people 

business as much as she want it, and she does not care 

to another people duty as long as she could 

accomplish her job. 

 

Modal Adverbial (SFF) 

1) Sex Activity 

Datum (10) 

 Datum above, Shannon is using Swearword 

that belongs to Slot Filler Function in Modal Adverbial 

point. The word “Don’t fucking lie” used in the scene. 

This swearword is a sentence that already added with 

the swearword to punch the stressing of the word, to 

hit the aim of the speaker. It is used by adding 

swearword in the middle of sentence after subject 

which means as subjectivity. Such modal adverbials 

could be included in a syntactic category such as 

‘attitudinal disjuncts’; since the swearword is used to 

fulfill the other word and do not stand by themselves 

without adding other word so this datum will be 

classified as Slot Filler Function. From the datum we 

can also state that the swearword belong to Modal 

Adverbial. It contains one-stand exclamation that show 

the feeling of pain, surprise, or exclamation of 

irritation. this datum show one of that feeling of 

irritation of being interfere by someone. Shannon 

added swearword “Fuck!” to give a stressing on her 

words that shows her irritated feeling and exclaimed to 

anyone. 

 The feeling that interfere someone in stating 

swearword is kind of strong emotion or unexpected 

accident, from the impoliteness act she shows the 

Pointed Criticism of her act, she swearing at the man 

that ask her to stay away from the case. This datum 

contain emotion that make the speaker state the 

swearword, Shannon Mullins as the subject has a huge 

emotion and strong emotion to be expressed and at 

time this datum is showing Anger of the speaker; 

which is Shannon Mullins, as the police that the first 

who handle the case. 

 By observing the datum above, Shannon is 

using Swearword to confront with the man, he is very 

irritating and act like a boss; he keep silent on a hint 

about the case that handled by Shannon, it made 

Shannon uncontrolled and uttered swearword to show 

her feeling that she is very irritation with the man and 

express her anger feeling. in this further case the word 

“Fuck” will classified as a harmful word though in 

swearword. 

The datum above shows characteristic of 

swearword that belongs to five base powers. Power 

that got from the occupation and the class as we know 

it belongs to Legitimate Power. it has nothing to do 

with the way of speaking because the style of speaking 

of Shannon is kind of rude for the police/ public 

service department. The power of police badge is as 

strong as the prestige she get from it, it makes her has 

power and upper hand voice in every duties she face. 
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 Next, for the principle of interpersonal 

communication classification, Shannon once more 

gains a Power as a prerogative from the power of 

legitimate/ the power of her occupation. It makes her 

stronger than the less power or people who do not 

have any position. She has power, she can argue, she 

can interrupt, she can breaks the rules. Addition, the 

stronger person with prerogative power the bigger 

chance that people to manage both verbal and 

nonverbal interactions. 

 

Anaphoric Use of Epithets 

1) Scatological 

Datum (14) 

 By looking at the datum above, Shannon is 

using Swearword that belongs to Slot Filler Function 

in Anaphoric Use of Epithets point. The word that 

shown in the scene is “My favorite asshole”. This 

swearword is a noun that added to the sentence in order 

to call the interlocutor instead of the name swearwords 

are used in the same way as pronouns, swearword’s 

aim is to punch the stressing of the word, to hit the aim 

of the speaker but in this situation the swearword is 

used to replace the pronoun. Anaphoric use of epithets 

express swearword which are often uttered by the 

speaker in unexpected accident, strong emotion in 

order to call someone in swearword inside the 

sentence. From the datum we can also state that the 

swearword belong to Anaphoric Use of Epithets. It 

contains one-stand exclamation that show the feeling 

of pain, surprise, or exclamation of irritation. This 

datum show one of those feelings of irritation of being 

interfered by someone. 

 The feeling that interfere someone in stating 

swearword is kind of strong emotion or unexpected 

accident, from the impoliteness act she shows the 

Insult of her act, she changed the noun of the object by 

“asshole” to strengthen that the man is kind of 

irritating people. This datum contain emotion that 

make the speaker state the swearword, Shannon 

Mullins as the subject has a huge emotion and strong 

emotion to be expressed and at time this datum is 

showing Power of the speaker; which is Shannon 

Mullins, as the police. 

 By observing the datum above, Shannon is 

using Swearword to confront with the ma she met 

accidentally and realize that the man is one of the 

henchmen, it made Shannon uncontrolled and uttered 

swearword to show her feeling that she is very 

irritation with the man and express her anger feeling.  

The datum above shows characteristic of 

swearword that belongs to five base power. power that 

got from the occupationand the class as we know it 

belongs to Legitimate Power. it has nothing to do with 

the way of speaking because the style of speaking of 

Shannon is kind of rude for the police/ public service 

department. The power of police badge is as strong as 

the prestige she get from it, it makes her has power and 

upper hand voice in every duties she face. 

 next, for the principle of interpersonal 

communication classification, Shannon once more 

gains a Power as a prerogative from the power of 

legitimate/ the power of her occupation. it makes her 

stronger than the less power or people who does not 

have any posisition. she has power, she can argue, she 

can interrupt, she can breaks the rules. addition, the 

stronger person with prerogative power the bigger 

chance that people to manage both verbal and 

nonverbal interactions. 

  

Based on the data above, we can conclude 

that the characters of this short story are in middle 

class. Individuals of this class must moreover work in 

arrange to outlive, so they have a double presence – as 

(little scale) property proprietors and as laborers. Since 

of this double part, individuals of this class have 

separated interface, more often than not wishing to 

protect private property and property rights, but with 

interface frequently contradicted to those of the 

capitalist class. 

 

 DISCUSSION 

 

There are 13 type of swearword’s 

classification. In the “The heat” movie, swearword’s 

which used by the character Shannon Mullins match in 

5 types out of 13. the reason and function for each 

expression depends on the situation and the person 

whom talking with. In example, in datum (01) When 

Shannon state a swearword and it is belong to 

expletive interjection, The second type of 

swearword’s expression which used by main character 

in datum 5 is Name calling, The next swearword’s 

expression that shown by Shannon Mullins as the main 

character is Emphasis, Emphasis is one of the 

Swearword type that belong to Slot Filler Function; it 

is often used in following noun of swearing, The fourth 

swearword expression that used by Shannon mullins in 

the movie “The heat” is Modal adverbial type. Modal 

Adverbial  is an expression that used by adding 

swearword in the middle of sentence after subject 

which means as subjectivity. The last Swearword 

expression that based on its function that is occurring 

in this study is Anaphoric use of epithets. In 

anaphoric of epithets, those swearwords are used in the 

same way as pronouns. The total of theme that shown 

in the movie are 5 themes. They are sex activity, 

scatological, sex organ, religious, and mother/ family. 

There are eight sources of swearword, they are animal, 

scatology, religion, sexual activity, body part, and 

bodily functions, mental incapacity/loose morals, 

diseases, and family. 

In this study found that the intention of 

swearword usage are to show power and angriness , 
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both of them are sharing the same emotion and feeling; 

in order to state it as an intention of swearword use.  

Legitimate power is the most spoken, based 

on the theory served the legitimate Also called 

"positional power," it is the power of an individual 

because of the relative position and duties of the holder 

of the position within an organization. Legitimate 

power is formal authority delegated to the holder of the 

position. It is usually accompanied by various 

attributes of power such as a uniform, a title, or an 

imposing physical office 

 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

To classify the data, the writer use theory by 

Magnus Ljung (2011). There are Expletive 

Interjection, Name calling, Emphasis, Modal 

Adverbial, and Anaphoric use of Epithets; it means 

that there are five swearword expressions that appear 

on the movie out of 13 Expressions listed earlier. There 

are seven expressions in Standalone function and six 

expressions in slot filler function, in total there are 13 

kind of the swearword’s expression by it function on 

Magnus Ljung(2011) theory. 

 About impoliteness and power of speaking; 

for impoliteness field there are 7 types of impoliteness 

act, five types of impoliteness discourse. For power 

field there are 2 types out of 5 for base power used by 

Shannon Mullins inside the movie “The Heat”. Those 

are; for each category  Negative expressive, Pointed 

criticism, insult, message enforcers, unpalatable 

question, and Threats that belong to Impoliteness act; 

and Show power, anger, dispute, strong disapproval, 

and disappointment that belong to Impoliteness 

discourse.  

 For the Power field, based on the analysis 

there are 2 types out of 5 for base power used by 

Shannon Mullins. Those are legitimate power and 

expert power; there are no referent power, reward 

power, and coercive power because in the movie there 

is no situation that asks Shannon to do those powers. 

 

 

SUGGESTION 

 

The researcher hopes that this study can 

improve the knowledge of the reader about swearword 

spoken by woman in the social situation. In addition, 

hopefully that the reader can absorbs new knowledge 

by reading this study. They have to learn and sort the 

kind of usage of swearword expressions because these 

types of swearword and impoliteness also occur in the 

daily activities in social life. 

The researcher hope that this study can lead 

them to find other factors in new field and term that 

can occur when people use various kind of swearword. 

In addition, the other researcher has to considering this 

study as their help to improve their researcher in the 

future. Moreover, the other research has to study and 

do research more to correcting this study because this 

study is also had the shortage. Therefore, another 

researcher has to find the shortage of this study and 

make an improvement on their research that has the 

same interest and view with research.  
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